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Abst rac t - -The  geometric structure of isodiastemic manifolds (i.e., manifolds on which the equi- 
laterality of polygons is preserved) within a form space Fa spanned by N - 2 consecutive vertex 
angles al  (internal coordinates) of plane N-gons, is reported for N = 5 and N = 6. The curved 
isodiastemic manifolds are almost everywhere locally (N - 3)-dimensional; exceptions are singular 
points (linear forms) for even N where the local dimension is N - 2. The isodiastemic manifolds 
for N = 5 and N = 6 are subdivided into five (N - 3)-dimensional submanifolds of nondegenerate 
forms (forms without coincident points), each comprising forms with the same angle sum called a 
form family. The submanifolds are bounded by (N - 4)-dimensional dividing manifolds of degen- 
erate forms which are structured hierarchically according to the types of degeneracy of their forms. 
For N = 6, the boundary polyhedra for two submanifolds are described in detail: the manifold of 
spearhead-shaped forms is equivalent to an octahedron, whereas the hexagon manifold is equivalent 
to a special icosihexahedron. 1 
Keywords - -Form spaces, Polygonal forms. Manifolds. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In  a series of  papers  [3-6], forms (or, synonymical ly ,  figures) .~ def ined by N points  in a p lane 
have been invest igated,  
.T" -- {P l , . . . ,  PN}. (1.1) 
A cer ta in  f igure can be descr ibed by the  Car tes ian  coord inate  vector  of  its points,  
~ ' ( r )  = r = (x l ,y l , . . . , xN ,YN) .  (1.2) 
These  coord inates  pan a 2N-d imens iona l  Euc l idean space F~: 
Fr  : {(Xl,  Y l , . - . ,  XN, YN)} : R2N, (1.3) 
cal led a form space since every  po int  of F~ corresponds to a cer ta in  form ~'. 
A di f ferent poss ib i l i ty  of  descr ib ing a form which is employed in the  f ramework  of normal 
coordinate analysis of molecules  [7-9] and also in the  distance geometry approach  for molecules  
I would like to thank C. Richter (Faculty of Mathematics and Informatics, Jena) for many valuable discussions 
and for providing me with Figure 7. Support by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (Sonderforschungsbereich 
197) is gratefully acknowledged. 
IThe results for N = 5 have been presented in part as poster contributions [1,2]. 
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[10-12] is the use of internal coordinates, i.e., distances (bond lengths) and angles (bond angles). 
This set of coordinates i unaffected by translational nd rotational motions of the form (molecule) 
as a whole, and allows to concentrate upon the genuine deformations (or vibrations in the case 
of molecules). 
In [6], the notion of an isodiastemic manifold has been introduced to describe a manifold on 
which the equilaterality of polygons is preserved. Thus, the isodiastemic manifold A/It comprises 
all possible equilateral polygons for a given number of vertex points, characterised by 
di,i+l = P iP i+ l  -~ l - -  const, i = 1 . . . . .  N. (See footnote2.) (1.4) 
The isodiastemic manifold for N = 4 (containing squares, rhomboids, and two types of linear 
figures) has been illustrated in [6]. In the following, these investigations will be extended to 
N = 5 and N --- 6, and some results for higher values of N are reported to get a self-contained 
picture. The geometric structure of the isodiastemic manifold with its submanifolds has been 
clarified, and it will be shown that it is an almost everywhere locally (N - 3)-dimensional curved 
manifold embedded in the (N - 2)-dimensional form space. 
2. METHODICAL  CONSIDERATIONS 
2.1. The  Form Space F.. 
For the description of polygons we will use internal coordinates (point distances and angles) 
throughout this paper. Since we investigate quilateral forms, N consecutive point distances 
are fixed, and there are left N angular coordinates, the vertex angles ai of the polygon. An 
equilateral form ~- is then described by a vector (N-tuple) of angles: 
~'(O~) ---~ C~ ---- (O~1, . . .  , O/N) , (2.1) 
and the ai span a new form space. Since, however, only N - 2 consecutive angles are independent 
of each other (cf. Section 2.2), we define this form space Fa  as 
Fa  - {(C~l,... ,O/N- -2)} ---~ [0,2~r) N-2 
RN-2  
21tiN_ 2 . (2.2) 
To ensure a unique location of a form in Fa,  the angles c~i must be taken as directed angles. 
Throughout this paper, for the representation f forms in the form space we will use the follow- 
ing "practical" angle convention (Angle Convention I). The vertex angle ai is measured in the 
mathematically negative direction 3 about Pi from P~-I to Pi+l, i.e., 
(~i =- -LP i - lP iP i+l ,  (i = 1, . . . ,  N),  with ai E [0°,360°), (2.3) 
where the indices are taken cyclically (instead of angle values 180 ° < a~ < 360 °, negative values 
-180 ° < ai < 0 ° may be used equally well). The basis for this choice of angles is the construction 
principle for the figures: After having fixed the points P1 = (0, 0) and P2 = (l, 0), the polygon 
with side length I is constructed successively by simply rotating P~-I about Pi through c~ to get 
Pi+I (i = 2 . . . .  , N - 1). 
2Throughout this paper, indices of points are taken cyclically (modulo N) but index 0 is replaced by N so that 
the index range is [1, N]. 
3This ensures that in a regular polygon with all angles positive, the indices of the vertices increase counterclockwise 
around the polygon (the standard setting used in the literature [13]). 
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The form space Fa  contains enantiomeric 4 figures (i.e., figures which are nonsuperimposable 
mirror images). The enantiomeric counterpart ~ ' -  of a form ~" (its "inverse" [4]) is given by the 
corresponding negative angle, 
~ ' - (a )  := - cz  = ( -a l , . . - , - -aN) .  (2.4) 
This implies that linear forms (whose vertex angles are exclusively 0 ° or 180 °) are their own 
enantiomeric counterparts. 
The form space also contains different permutation variants of a form which are defined to have 
the same point coordinates but permw;ed vertex point indices (cf. [4,5]). There are three types 
of permutations (forming a group of order 2N) which are global symmetries of the isodiastemic 
manifold A4I: 
(i) the identity permutation, trivially, does not alter a form, 
(ii) permutations which cyclically shift the sequence of vertex point indices produce a congru- 
ent form, normally at a different; position in the form space, and 
(iii) a permutation which inverts the :succession of the vertex point indices transforms a figure 5 c 
into its inverse, ~--.  
Other permutations may transform special forms into congruent figures and are then symmetries 
of a subset of AQ. 
2.2 .  The Loca l  D imens ion  of  the  ] :sodiastemic Man i fo ld  
An important characteristic of A4/ is  its local dimension (or, its local degrees of freedom, floc), 
i.e., the number of independent differential deformations ~"  of a certain form 9 v which lead to 
neighbouring equilateral figures 7 ,  
9 v + ~"  := ~'r, with .~, F t E J~I -  (2.5) 
The local dimension of A41 can be inferred from the following consideration. The N vertex 
angles a~ of a plane equilateral form .~" are not independent of each other. As soon as N - 3 
consecutive angles of Jr (here: a l  . . . .  , aN-3)  are chosen, the points PN, P1,.. . ,  PN-2 are fixed. 
Then, PN-1 is given as the intersection point of two circles with radii l, and centres PN and 
PN-2, respectively. For PN-1 there are four general cases 5 depending on the distance dN,N--2 in 
comparison with the side length l of the polygon (Figure 1): 
(1) dN,g-2 > 21, no solution, 
(2) dN,g-2 = 21, one double solution, 
(3) 0 < dg,N-2 < 21, two solutions, for the position of PN-1. (2.6) 
(4) dN, Y-2 = O, infinitely many solutions, 
14•4 
! 
5.~I  - (4) 5 ( 
1 1 -2 I ............ 2 1 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Figure 1. Possible positions of PN-1 in a polygon when N -3  angles (~1, . . . ,  aN-s )  
are fixed, illustrated for N = 5 (d~j: point distance; Z: side length of the polygon): 
ds5 > 21 (a); dss = 2! (b); 0 < d35 < 2[ (c); and ds5 = 0 (d). Points are designated 
by their numbers. In (e), the case N2 = 2 for N = 4 is illustrated (see text). 
4The notion of enantiomerism ~ used in the present context is borrowed from the theory of isomerism [14]. It is 
closely connected with the notion of enantiomorphism used in crystallography [15]. 
5Case 1 is found only for N > 4. 
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Putting aside Cases 4 and 1 for the moment, we have a pair of possible forms for a given 
(N - 3)-tuple of angles. This means that the possible figures for N -- 4, 5, 6 . . .  can be plotted 
on a double-sided line, plane, hyperplane, etc. which constitutes a special (N - 3)-dimensional 
subspace F~ of Fa ,  
={(a l  . . . .  (2.7) 
Such a plot is made by putting the two forms of a pair onto the two sides of F~ and achieving the 
internal consistence by ensuring that all forms on each side are convertable into one another by 
a continuous transformation. This gives a unique representation for all forms except for Case 4 
(Figure ld) where infinitely many forms (corresponding to a rotation of PN-1 about Pg = PN-2) 
are projected onto one point on both sides of F*~. Such points have been termed ambiguous points 
in the following. 6 A closer look at an ambiguous point (Figure ld) shows that the rotation of 
PN-1 corresponds to a triple (aN-2, aN- l ,  C~N) where C~N-2 and C~N vary in the interval [0 °, 360 °) 
and uniquely characterise the respective forms, whereas aN-1 remains zero for all positions of 
PN-1. A plot of the possible forms in the form space Fa  will therefore lift the ambiguity of 
points corresponding to Case 4, and thus, give a unique representation of all possible forms for 
the chosen value of N. 
Now we come back to the problem of the local dimension of A4/. In a region of F*~ where Case 3 
of Formula 2.6 applies, we can choose and vary N - 3 angles independently without leaving J~l  
so that the local dimension of .A4I equals N - 3 there. This holds for both sides of F~ (which 
represent parts of J~4z in different regions of Fa  as can be seen from the different values of O~N_ 2 
and C~N for the forms of a pair). Case 2, in contrast, means that there is exactly one form for the 
respective tuple of angles so that this form must belong to both the "upper" and "lower" sides 
of F*~. Here we are on the boundary manifold J~B ~ J~(O~g--1 : 180°) between the two sides of 
F*~. Then, the line segment PNPN-1PN-2 can be regarded as the rigid side of a new polygon 7 
(Figure lb) having only N '  -- N - 1 vertex points, and therefore, only N ~ - 3 = N - 4 degrees 
of freedom in the variation of angles. This means that the boundary manifold J~B itself has the 
local dimension N - 4. There is, however, one more degree of freedom in changing the side of F~ 
so that for forms belonging to Case 2, the local dimension of A4/ i s  N - 3, too. 
Case 4 requires a closer inspection. Here, the subset {PN-1, PN = PN-2} of 5 u has two defor- 
mational degrees of freedom: the rotation of PN-1 about PN and the "opening" of the form at 
PN by changing C~N-1 (cf. Figure ld). The second part of the polygon, {P1, . . . ,  PN-2 = PN} 
has N2 -- N - 2 vertex points, and therefore, N2 - 3 -- N - 5 degrees of freedom. Thus, the total 
number of degrees of freedom is N - 3 which looks quite normal. There is, however, an important 
exception from this rule: the case that the second part of the polygon consists of only two points 
(N~ = 2), which is possible only for even values of N (Figure le). Then, the degrees of freedom 
of the second part would amount to N2 - 3 = -1 .  In fact, this configuration has zero degrees 
of freedom instead. In sum, singularly for this case we have N - 2 degrees of freedom instead of 
N - 3. As we shall see below, this is a quite general result which holds for all linear forms 7 (see 
Section 3). This means that for odd values of N, Fa  is redundant in the sense that its dimension 
is always higher than the local dimension of ,h~1, whereas for even values of N there exist points 
whose local degrees of freedom match the dimension of F~,. 
6It is clear that the occurrence of ambiguous points in F~ is an artifact due to the low dimension of this space. 
This ambiguity can be lifted in Fa (vide infra). However, for N = 6 the only form space which can be plotted 
graphically in full is F*  so that we have to deal with these ambiguous points. 
7This result correlates to the fact that N + 3 constraints (2 translations and 1 rotation suppressed, N point 
distances fixed) normally reduce the full number of degrees of freedom of N points in a plane from 2N to N - 3. 
This is, however, not true for linear forms where one condition di,i+1 = const becomes linearly dependent and is 
converted into an additional degree of deformational freedom. 
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2.3. The  Degeneracy  of  F igures  
In our investigations of polygonal forms and their form spaces, we explicitly allow a coincidence 
of the points defining a figure. This gives rise to "degenerate" forms. In these forms, besides 
single points we have double points, triple points, quadruple points, etc., when two, three, four, 
etc., points of the figure coincide. 
Degenerate forms play a distinct role among the different possible forms. For example, the 
figure "Cp" in which all N points coincide, constitutes the origin of the Cartesian form space Fr  
of arbitrary forms [4,5]. For equilateral figures with even N, the origin of the form space Fa  (and 
likewise of F~,) is occupied by the figure Nf~d, a figure s where points with even and odd indices, 
respectively, coincide in two points (cf. Figure 2). As we shall see in Chapter 3, the manifolds of 
degenerate forms play also a special role as dividing manifolds within the isodiastemic manifold, 
separating submanifolds of nondegenerate forms. 
T 
iN (N,O,O) 
/ 
; ,  ,0 ...... 
Ar 
6 Hx 
st 
Bt 
(N-2,1,0) 
Lw . -~  
Tf 
Pn 
(N-4,2,0) 
Ld @--@ 
Lw --@-@-- % 8s  Lk =©@ Ld 
Figure 2. The most important types of equilateral forms and their symbols for 
different point numbers N, arranged according to their types of degeneracy. Double 
(triple) points are denoted by encircled ots (asterisks). 
From a survey of form types for different values of N (Figure 2), it can be seen that there exist 
different ypes of figures as regards their degeneracy. Therefore, the type of degeneracy of these 
figures will be described by a tuple 
degeneracy = (nl, n2,.., nN/2), (2.8) 
giving the number of single, double, triple points, etc., within the figure. Then we have 
Z i .  ni = N. (2.9) 
i 
SSince Ed is a form symbol used for figures with different values of N, the number of points will be placed first as 
a superscript if necessary. 
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2.4. The Angle Sum of Figures 
Besides the type of degeneracy, a second characteristic of the figures investigated is the angle 
sum ~ which will be defined by 
Z ' (2.10) = OQ, 
i 
where the vertex angles a~ are measured according to the following rule (Angle Convention II): 
(i) a~ is the directed angle measured in the mathematically negative direction: 
, p ' ' [0° ,360  ° ] oq-  -ZPi_ lP~ i+1, i = l . . . . .  N, a iE  (2.11) 
(ii) 
where indices are taken cyclically, and values of a~ = 360 ° are explicitly included into the 
range of accessible values. 9 Angle sums are, for the sake of simplicity, given as multiples 
of ~r and not in degrees. 
For degenerate forms, a certain relative location of the coincident points has to be given. 
This can be done by applying virtual displacements to the coincident points before mea- 
suring the angles (Figure 3). Some (but not all) degenerate figures, then, correspond to 
several different angle sums (Figure 3). This can be interpreted geometrically: within the 
isodiastemic manifold, the submanifolds ofdegenerate forms separate regions occupied by 
nondegenerate figures having different Z values. Then, the ambiguity of the E values for 
the degenerate figures simply allows them to mediate between these regions. In contrast, 
Angle Convention I gives unique angle assignments for degenerate forms, in accordance 
with their unique location in the form space. 
:l 
2 4 1 4 1- 2 
(a) E ---- 21r. (b) E ---- 2~r. (c) E = 67r. (d) :E ---- 67r. (e) E -- 27r. 
5 3 5 3 3 5 
3 5 
- - 1- -2  1- -2  1 2 
(f) E = 31r. (g) E = 37r. (h) E = 5~r. (i) ]E = 51r. 
Figure 3. Angle sums ]E according to Angle Convention II for nondegenerate and de- 
generate forms with N = 4 (a-e) and N = 5 (f-i). Coincident points have been drawn 
as encircled dots. The ,~t vectors for the forms are: (a): 8q = (90,90,90,90), (b): 
/ :wl  = (0,180,0,180), (c): £wl = (360,180,360,180), (d): Bwl = (360,a,360,360-a), 
(e): Bwl  = (0,a,0,360-a), (f): T~t ---- (108,108,108,108,108), (g): T f4 = (60,60,210, 
0, 210), (h): T f4 .~-(60, 60, 210,360,210), (i): .At4-  = (30,30, 261.5, 317, 261.5). 
Angle sums for the regular N-vertex polygon (vertex indices increase counterclockwise) and its 
enantiomeric counterpart (vertex indices increase clockwise) are given by the sum of the interior 
angles and of the exterior angles, respectively. For hexagons we have for example, l°
~X = (120, 120, 120, 120, 120, 120), 
7-(X- = (240, 240,240,240, 240,240), 
= 4~r, 
(2.12) 
E = 8~. 
9Angles ,~ are always positive to avoid an ambiguity of the angle sum for values of ~ = -}-180 °, since from the 
manifold structure (Section 3), there is no indication of a special role of figures having such angles. 
1°In angle vectors a and a ~, the "degree" sign will be dropped for the sake of shortness. 
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General ly,  in a regular polygon one has for the sum of the interior angles a i  and the exter ior 
angles c~ e, respect ively [16], 
' (N  - 2)rr, y~ a~ = (N  + 2)7r. (2.13) 
These are, however, not the extremal  values for the possible polygons. We shall see in Section 3 
that  the angle sum is an invariant character is ing the different submanifolds of -/~I compris ing 
nondegenerate forms. Therefore, all forms having the same angle sum(s) will be said to const i tute 
a form family. These families will be designated by {5 r} where Jr is a prominent and character ist ic  
form contained in it, normal ly  the one having the highest symmetry.  
3. ISODIASTEMIC  MANIFOLDS FOR 
D IFFERENT VALUES OF N 
3.1.  The  I sod ias temic  Man i fo ld  for  N = 4 
The manifo ld structure for N = 4 has a lready been communicated in [6]. Here, it will be 
re-der ived in a manner  which is used also for higher values of N.  
Equi latera l  figures for N = 4 are rhomboids (~h)  including squares (Sq), and three l inear types 
of forms (/:d, £wl ,  £w2) ,  11 two of which have bent angle variants (Bwl, Bw2) (cf. F igures 2 
and 3). Their  propert ies are l isted in Table 1. 
Table 1. Properties of the form types for N = 4: type of degeneracy, angle sum E, 
number of free parameters (p), number of permutation variants in Fa ("#~"),  and 
degrees of freedom (fdeg) of deformations preserving the degeneracy of the form. 
Figures Description Degeneracy ]E P #~" fdeg 
Sq square (4,0) 27r 0 1 1 
Sq- dito, enantiomer ~ 67r 0 1 1 
~h rhomboids ~' 27r 1 1 1 
T~h- dito, enantiomer i~ 67r 1 1 1 
£wl linear winged (2,1) 27r, 67r 0 1 1 
£w2 linear winged ~ 27r, 67r 0 1 1 
13wl bent £:wl ~ 27r, 67r 1 1 1 
13wl- dito, enantiomer " 27r, 67r 1 1 1 
Bw2 bent £w2 '~ 27r, 67r 1 1 1 
I3w2- dito, enantiomer " 27r, 6rr 1 1 1 
/:d linear dumbbell (0,2) 2r, 6r 0 1 0 
Angle vectors a ~ for some important  forms are 
,.qq = (90, 90, 90, 90), 
Sq-  = (270,270,270,270), 
T~h = (90+~,90-c~,90+~,90-~) ,  (3.1) 
T~h- = (270 + c~, 270 - ~, 270 + c~, 270 - a) ,  
£d  = (0, 360, 0, 0) or £d  = (360, 360,360, 0) 
(angle vectors for £wl  and 13wl are given in F igure 3). As can be seen from their  angle vectors 
~,  T~h, ]3w l, Bw2, and their  enant iomers are 1-parameter for'ms having one free parameter  which 
l iThe /'o2 and £04 forms of [6] have been termed £wl and £w2 ("linear winged double points") here to get 
a unified nomenclature also for higher values of N. Ewl is 1-24-3, £w2 is 2-13-4 [5,6]. In this point position 
symbol [4], points are indicated by their index numbers, sides are designated by hyphens. Numbers without space 
signify coincident points. 
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can vary in a certain range (e.g., c~ E ( -90  °, 90 °) for ~h and ~h- ) .  Due to their correspondence 
in the angle sum (Sq being a special case of 7~h), T~h and Sq belong to the same form family, 
{Sq}. The same is true for the [:w/Bw forms. 
The possible forms for N = 4 can be plotted on a double-sided line 12 F~ = {~1} (Figure 4a) 
giving a unique representation, except for Case 4 of equation (2.6), which we find at point ~1 = 0. 
The ambiguity of this point can be lifted by going over to the form space Fa  = {(c~1, (~2)}, where 
the ambiguous point is resolved into a second line of degenerate forms (Figure 4b). 
/~  4 3 1 2 
2 C7 ,L-] 3 
~ I I I I I I I I I .... 
0 ° 90 ° 180 ° 270 ° 360 ° 
Bw2 Bw2 Bw2 " Bw2 " 
1~.4 2 1~3. 2 4,~13. 2 Lw2 
4-13-2 4~13-2 113-2 13-2 
Ld 
360"- Bvv2 
180" 
'~Rh 
OO , .NO~ 
0 o 180 ° 
Lw2 Ld 
Lwl  
Bwl  
_ Ld 
360 ° 
(a) 
Ld 
(b) (c) 
Figure 4. Form variation in the form spaces F~ = {~1} (a) and F~ = {(~1,(~2)} 
(b) for N -- 4. An ambiguous point in F~ is symbolised by a filled circle indicating 
the rotation circle for P3. In (c) the correlation between the submanifolds and the 
permissible deformations on each of them is given. 
The angle sums for the different forms are given in Table 1. Whereas the values for nondegen- 
crate figures are always unique, the degenerate forms have more than one E value, and therefore, 
can mediate between adjacent manifolds with unique but different angle sums (in Figure 4b seen 
especially for Lwl  and Lw2). 
The linear forms £.wl, £w2, and £d play a special role by having an additional degree of freedom 
compared with the other forms. For Lwl  -- (0,180, 0, 180), there are two possible deformations, 
50l l  = (61, --61,61, --61), (opening), 
(3.2) 60/2 = (0, 62, 0, -62), (bending). 
Deformation 60/1 leads to ?'~h forms, whereas 60/2 gives Bwl forms, 
nh = ((~1,180 - 61, 61,180 - 6,) = (90 + 61,90 - 6~, 90 + 6~, 90 - 6~), 
Bwl = (0, 180 + 62, 0, 180 - 62) = (0, 6~, 0,360 - 6~), (3.3) 
for 61 = 90 + 6~ and 62 = 6~ - 180, respectively. Both deformations can be applied separately 
but not in combination: it is easy to convince oneself that the/~w forms cannot be opened (60/1) 
12In fact, this line corresponds to a circle since it is a plot of an angular coordinate. 
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and s imu l taneous ly  bent  (5c~2). 13 For  £:d, 5c~2 corresponds to an open ing  of  the  form. A second 
possible open ing  de format ion  is 
5o~3 -- (53, 0, -53 ,  0). (3.4) 
Here,  the  argumentat ion  is analogous:  /2d cannot  be opened at both  sides at the  same t ime. 
Thus ,  the  local  d imens ion  of the  isodiastemic mani fo ld  at the  po in ts / :w l , / :w2 ,  and/ :d  is 2, but  
these po ints  const i tu te  s ingular  connecting points of two 1-d imensional  manifo lds.  
The  de format ions  5al . . .  50~3 const i tu te  an or thogona l  sys tem that  al lows a g lobal  formu- 
lat ion of  possible de format ions  on 3d l ;  the  corre lat ion is seen in F igure  4c. Whereas ,  each 
1-d imens ional  submani fo ld  of  Ad l  has its character is t ic  deformat ion ,  for the  connect ing  points  
L:wl, Ew2,  and £d,  both  deformat ions  of the  two ad jacent  l ine mani fo lds  are al lowed. Therefore ,  
the  respect ive  deformat ions  are a th i rd  character is t ic  of each mani fo ld  add i t iona l ly  to the  angle 
sum and the  degeneracy;  their  number  equals  floe. 
Th is  leads to an or thogona l  set of generalised angular coordinates for all equ i la tera l  forms 
w i th  N = 4 which is analogous to the  normal  coord inate  set for nonequi la tera l  squares repor ted  
in [a], 
f I ! ! i 
O~ 0 : C~ 1 -l- ~2 -l- O~ 3 -1- 0/4, 
? / t t P 
OL 1 : Ol 1 -- O~ 2 -1-- O~ 3 -- Oz4~ 
t t ! 
£1~ 2 : O: 1 - -  C~3, 
f / I 
¢:X 3 ~ 0:2 -- C~ 4. 
(3.5) 
For the  di f ferent 1 -parameter  forms we then get the  coord inate  values l isted in Table  2. Here,  
~ is the  angle sum of the form. For nondegenerate  forms, it indicates the  be longing of  the  form 
to a cer ta in  submani fo ld .  For degenerate  forms, however,  it character ises the  submani fo lds  of  
nondegenerate  forms between which the  degenerate  form can mediate .  The  values of the  o ther  
genera l ised coord inates  (especial ly the one conta in ing the  free parameter )  prov ide an add i t iona l  
subd iv is ion  of  the  {/ :w} fami ly  compr is ing all degenerate  forms wi th  N = 4 which wil l  be dealt  
w i th  in a subsequent  paper .  The  ex istence of  general ised coord inates  hows that  it is possible to 
t rans form the  N angular  coord inates  to a new system which is g lobal ly  val id in the  form space 
and is adapted  to the  types  of de format ions  on the  different submani fo lds.  
Table 2. Angle vectors a J for the general forms and values of the generalised angle co- 
ordinates a0~.., a 3J for the 1-parameter forms with N = 4 (see text). For degenerate 
forms, both angle vectors have been given. 
Form Angle vector o~' a ;  a i a~ o~ 
Rh (90 + a, 90 - c~, 90 + a, 90 - a) 27r 4a 0 0 
7~h- (270 + a, 270 - c~, 270 + a, 270 - c~) 61r 4a 0 0 
Bwl (0, a, 0,360 - a) 27r -2 r  0 2a - 27r 
(360, a, 360, 360 - a) 6r 2~r 0 20 - 2~ 
i~wl- (0, 360 - ~, O, a) 27r -20 0 27r - 2c~ 
(360 360-  c~ 360 ~) 6~" 2~" 0 2~"--2a 
t~w2 (360 - ~, 0, c~, 0) 27r 27r 27r - 2a 9 
(360 - c~, 360, a, 360) 6~r -2o  21r - 2c~ O 
i3w2- (a, 0, 360 - c~, 0) 27r 2~r 2c~ - 2~r 0 i 
(c~, 360, 360 - c~, 360) 67r -27r 2c~ - 2~r 9 I 
Summar is ing ,  the  local d imens ion  of  the isodiastemic mani fo ld  3 / l l  at the  £wl, £w2, and Ed 
po ints  amounts  to N - 2 instead of N - 3 which is found otherwise.  A J I  is d iv ided into six 
submani fo lds :  those of Sq, Sq-, Bwl, Bwl- ,  Bw2, and Bw2- .  The  angle sum on each mani fo ld  
13In Part II of this paper, we will see that the combination of both deformations, e.g., ~:wl -t-/~al + 6~2 ---- 
(61,180 - 61 + 62,/il, 180 - 61 - 62) gives a "nonuniversal ngle sequence," i.e., a variation of 61 and 62 will 
normally violate the equilaterality condition for the polygons. 
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is constant  as are the degeneracy and the possible deformation. In addition, for the submanifolds 
of nondegenerate forms, the angle sum is a characteristic. The latter submanifolds are bounded 
by linear, and hence, nonenant iomeric forms with degeneracy (2,1,0) which in turn  also separate 
the enantiomeric (2,1,0) forms. On the other hand, all pairs of enantiomeric (2,1,0) manifolds 
meet in the (0,2,0) point (£d). Thus, the isodiastemic manifold consists of mult iply-connected 
l inear submanifolds when plotted in Fa  (Figure 4b). 
Table 3. Properties of the form types for N = 5: type of degeneracy, number of free 
parameters (p), number of permutation variants ("#.T~'), degrees of freedom Sdeg of 
deformations preserving the degeneracy of the form, and angle sum ~... 
Type Description Degeneracy p #~" fdeg ~" 
7>t regular pentagon (5,0,0) 0 1 2 31r 
7~t - dito, enantiomer ~ 0 1 2 77r 
St pentagonal star (pentagram) (5,0,0) 0 1 2 Dr 
St -  dito, enantiomer " 0 1 2 91r 
.At arrowhead-shaped polygon (5,0,0) 1 5 2 57r 
.At-  dito, enantiomer " 1 5 2 51r 
Tf  traffic sign-shaped polygon (3,1,0) 0 5 1 31r, 51r 
T f -  dito, enantiomer " 0 5 1 57r, 77r 
T~n pen-shaped polygon (3,1,0) 0 5 1 l~r, 37r 
7>n - dito, enantiomer " 0 5 1 77r, 97r 
.Au automobile-shaped olygon (1,2,0) 0 5 0 lr ,  31r, 57r 
.Au- dito, enantiomer " 0 5 0 5~r, 7~r, 97r 
~1 0~ 1 
(a) "Upper" side. (b) "Lower" side. 
[P.} ~ [Pn'} ~ {St/ ~ {St'} JAr ~} 
Figure 5. The possible forms for N = 5 plotted in the double-sided plane F~, = 
{(c~1, a2)}. Typical forms have been drawn within the different submanifolds. Bold 
lines designate linear manifolds of degenerate forms ({Tf}/{7>n}, see text), filled 
circles indicate their intersection points (.Au). Open circles denote the two ambiguous 
points. A cross marks the transition point of a line to the other side of the F~, plane. 
The central hole corresponds to the "forbidden" region of angle pairs (see text). 
3.2.  The  I sod ias temic  Man i fo ld  for  N = 5 
For N = 5, there exist 12 form types (cfi Figure 2) whose properties are listed in Table 3. 
These forms have been defined as 0-parameter forms except .A r / .A r -  for which a variat ion of the 
apex angle is included into the form specification. For instance, for ~4r4 (enantiomer of the form 
in Figure 3i) we have 
Ar4 = (2~ - c~, 2"a" - 04 o~ + ,5', 7 ,  oL + f l ) ,  
c~ = variable, f / _  7r - 7 2 arcsin(cos ~ 0.5). (3.6) 
2 ' 3 '=  
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Figure 6. Intersection lines of the isodiastemic manifold J~i! for N = 5 with different 
planes of the form space Fa = {(c~1, c~2, ~a)}. In all instances, (~2 is plotted vs. (~1. 
Intersection patterns for ~3 = 36 D° - x can be derived from the (~3 = x plots by 
rotating them through 180 ° . 
An  inspect ion  of  Tab le  3 a l ready  reveals  impor tant  features  of the  i sod ias temic  man i fo ld  .~ I .  
The  number  of  degrees  of  f reedom fdeg for nondegenerate  fo rms (wh ich  for these  fo rms equa ls  
the  local  degrees  of  f reedom floc) shows that  w i th in  the  cor respond ing  submani fo lds ,  M/  has  
the  local  d imens ion  2. There  are  five types  of  nondegenerate  fo rms w i th  ang le  sums rang ing  
f rom l r  to  9r .  Remarkab ly ,  for ,At and  .Ar -  fo rms the  ang le  sums are  equal .  There fore ,  there  
must  ex is t  a cont inuous  t rans i t ion  between these  fo rms wh ich  does  not  involve degenerate  fo rms z4 
14In the following, we will speak only of a "continuous transition" and mean a transition which does not include 
intermediary degenerate forms, i.e., it runs entirely within the same submanifold of nondegenerate forms. 
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Figure 6. (cont.) 
~3 
O~ 2 
0~1~ 
(a) 
Z 
1~3 
(~ - I j 
-~ ,r ~, ; 
(b) 
Figure 7. The isodiastemic manifold for N = 5 drawn in the form space Fa = 
{(c~1, a2, c~3)}. The plot ranges of the angular coordinates are al, c~2, c~3 E [0 °, 360 °] 
for (a) and c~1, c~2 E [-180 °, 180°], c~3 e [0 °, 360 °] for (b). These drawings have been 
prepared by Richter [17] using a program he designed himself. 
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(this transition can easily be imagined) that makes it possible for both enantiomers to share the 
same submanifold esignated by {¢lr±}. If nondegenerate forms will group into submanifolds 
according to their angle sums, there must exist five submanifolds of Ad/. 
(i) The {St} submanifold with E = lrr, 
(ii) the {Pt} submanifold with E = 3rr, 
(iii) the {Ar + } submanifold with 2 = 5rr, 
(iv) the {Pt -}  submanifold with 12 = 7+r, and 
(v) the {St -}  submanifold with N = 9rr. 
The five submanifolds hould be separated by i-dimensional dividing manifolds of degenerate 
forms. Here, {T f} and {Pn} forms must occur in a correlated way since for example {T f l}  and 
{7~nl} correspond to complementary angle intervals of the rotation of P1 about the coincident 
points P5 = P2. The ,4u forms having a higher degree of degeneracy may form intersection points 
of the {T/}/{Pn} manifolds. 
This picture is confirmed by a plot of the possible forms for N = 5 on a double-sided plane 
le~, = {(al ,  a2)} which is given in Figure 5. 
This plane has two cyclic (angular) coordinates and therefore corresponds to a torus. "Upper" 
and "lower" sides of the F~, plane correspond to the outer and inner sides of the torus, respectively. 
The figures with a4 = 180 ° (Case 2 of equation (2.6)) belong to both sides of the F~, plane. They 
form the i-dimensional borderline of a hole within the torus, where a transition from the outside 
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to the inside is possible. Additional transitions from the upper to the lower side of the F~, 
plane are possible at the two ambiguous points appearing on both sides. They signify positions 
of J~4i where the relevant form variation (rotation of P4 about P5 = P3) is in a third angle (a3) 
while keeping a l  and a2 constant so that in F*~ all corresponding forms are projected onto the 
ambiguous point. This can be seen as follows. Starting from different forms in the vicinity and 
extrapolating them to the ambiguous point gives forms with different rotation positions of P4. 
In Figure 5, the intertwining of the submanifolds of nondegenerate forms can be seen. 15 To 
make the picture clearer, the submanifolds have been differentiated by shading. The {Tf}/{Pn} 
forms are located on 10 straight lines, and the intersection points of any two of these lines are 
~4u points. 
A unique picture of the different submanifolds can be obtained by using an additional angular 
coordinate to construct F~, = {(al,a2, a3)}. The intersection lines of/%4i with some planes 
of F,, are shown in Figure 6. A full view of the isodiastemic manifold in F~ is displayed in 
Figure 7. From the manifold structure reflected in Figures 6 and 7 it becomes clear that nowhere 
on A4I there exist points having more than 2 degrees of freedom. Thus, J~I is an everywhere 
locally 2-dimensional curved surface which is clamped into a skeleton of the 10 linear {Tf}/{Pn} 
manifolds. 
We will now discuss the shapes of the submanifolds of nondegenerate forms. The simplest 
shape is found for the {St} and {St-} manifolds; they are both equivalent 16 to a pentagon. 17 
Both are bounded only by {Tan} and {Pn-} manifolds, respectively. In contrast, the {Pt} 
manifold is equivalent to a decagon whose sides border alternately on sides of the {St} and of the 
{Ar ± } manifolds. An analogous structure is found for the {Pt-} manifold. The {Ar + } manifold, 
however, is equivalent to a pentagonal nnular strip. With one edge it borders on five {T f} sides 
of the {Pt} manifold, with the other edge on five {T f -  } sides of the {Pt -  } manifold. All these 
structures can also be inferred from Figure 5 by simply following the sides of each submanifold. 
The full sequences of sides of the submanifolds are as follows: 
{st} 
{st-} 
{pt} 
{pt-} 
{Ar ± } 
: {Pn l} -  (Pn2} - {Pn3} - (Pn4} - {Pn5}, 
: (Pn l -  } - {Pn2-  } - (Pn3-  } - {T~n4 - } - (Pn5-  }, 
: {T f l}  - {TPn2} - {T f3} - {T~n4} - {T f5} -{Pn l}  - {T f2} 
- {Pn3} - {T f4} - {Pn5}, 
: {T / l -}  - {T~n2 -} - {T f3 -}  - {Pn4-} - {T f5 -}  - {Pn l -}  
- {T f2-  } - {T~n3 - } - {T f4- } - {Pn5- }, 
: {T f l}  - {T f2} - {Tf3} -{T  f4} - {T f5}, and 
{Tf l -}  - {T f2 -}  - {T  f3-  } - {T f4 -}  - {T f5 -  }. 
3.3. The  I sod ias temic  Mani fo ld  for N = 6 
3.3.1. The  form types  and their  p roper t ies  
Table 4 lists the form types for N = 6 (cf. Figure 2) and some of their properties. Most of' the 
types have been regarded as 1-parameter forms (the respective form type embraces the reference 
form given in Figure 2 and its variants with equal symmetry resulting from the variation of one 
angle), except Bw which allows the variation of both angles at its double points. 
15It simply has to be kept in mind that at borderline positions (a4 = 180°), the submanifold under study will 
continue on the other side of the F~ plane. 
16By "equivalent" we mean that there exists a bijective mapping of the respective submanifold onto the polygon 
indicated. This mapping removes the curvedness of the submanifold which is particulary pronounced in the {Pt} 
and {Pt-} manifolds. 
17Note that in Figures 5a and 5b, the two ambiguous points correspond to vertical {Tf4}/{7~n4} and{T f4-}/ 
{Pn4- } lines, respectively, the segments ofwhich form the fifth sides of the pentagons. 
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Table 4. Form types for N = 6 and their properties: degeneracy, number of free pa- 
rameters (p), number of permutation variants ("#~"), number of degrees of freedom 
preserving the degeneracy ofthe form (fdeg), and angle sums. Data for enantiomers 
are separated by a semicolon, data for subtypes of forms (see text} are divided by a 
plus sign. 
Type Description Degeneracy p #.~" fdeg Angle sum 
~x; 7-/x- regular hexagons (6,0,0) 0 2 3 47r; 87r 
Gr; Gr- folding grille-shaped " 1 6 3 47r; 87r 
8p; Sp- spearhead-shaped ~J 1 12 3 2rr; 107r 
St; St -  stars " 1 6 3 67r; 67r 
Bt; Bt- bow-tie-shaped " 1 6 3 6rr; 67r 
7"f; qrf-  traffic sign-shaped (4,1,0) 1 12 2 47r, 67r; 67r, 87r 
7~n; 79n - pen-shaped " 1 12 2 21r, 47r; 87r, 107r 
Bu; Bu- butterfly-shaped n 0 6-t-6 1 47r; 87r + 67r; 67r 
/:w linear winged (2,2,0) 0 3 2 47r, 67r, 87r 
Bw; Bw- bent Ew forms " 2 6 2 47r, 67r, 87r; 47r, 67r, 87r 
~'i; Jr/- fibula-shaped " 0 69-12 0 6r; 67r + 27r, 47r; 87r, 107r 
~4u; ,4u- automobile-shaped " 0 12 1 47r, 67r; 67r, 87r 
:Dt; :Dr- double triangles (0,3,0) 0 2+6 0 21r; 107r + 47r, 67r, 87r;dito 
Ss; Ss-  skeleton stars (3,0,1) 0 4 2 47r, 67r, 87r, 10re; 27r, 47r, 67r, 87r 
£k linear knife-shaped (1,1,1) 0 6 1 47r, 87r 
13k; Bk-  bent £k forms " 1 12 1 27r, 47r, 67r, 87r, 107r; dito 
£d linear dumbbell (0,0,2) 0 1 0 47r, 67r, 87r 
Bu: Dt: 
1•--• 36 3 
(a) I (b) II (c) I (d) II 
- -  24--36 25--36 26--35 
\31 X5 / N4/  "'.4/ 
(e) I (f) I (g) II (h ) -  
Figure 8. Point locations and connectivity schemes for the subtypes ofthe form types 
Bu, T~t, and ~'i. The form displayed in (h) has the point positions corresponding to 
a ~i  form but nevertheless cannot be regarded as such. 
Three of the forms listed in Table 4 have subtypes (Figure 8) with different connectivity schemes 
and different angle sums. Data for these subtypes are given separately in the table. We will see in 
the following that  the subtypes of a form play different roles in the isodiastemic manifold. From 
their different angle sums it can be inferred that  they must occur in different environments.  For 
example, the Bu forms of Type I (Figure 8a) lie within the {7~x} manifold, and their inverses in 
{7-/x-}, whereas all Bu forms of Type II (Figure 8b) are embedded in the {St  + } manifold (vide 
infra). It  must be mentioned in passing that  among the subtypes with different connectivity 
schemes are also open forms which "by chance" have the same set of Cartesian point coordinates 
as one of the form types (Figure 8h shows an example). Such forms have been excluded from 
Table 4. 
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From the identity of the angle sums for 7-/x and Gr forms it can be concluded that there exists 
a continuous transition between them (this transition can be easily imagined) so that both forms 
belong to the same family, {7~x}, whereas their enantiomeric forms belong to {T/x-}. 
All nonlinear figures occur as enantiomeric pairs. Table 4 shows that the "normal" form b r
of an enantiomeric pair has the lower angle sum(s), the inverse form 9 v -  has the higher one(s). 
Exceptions are St~St- and Bt/Bt-. The identity of the angle sums of these different forms and 
enantiomers indicates that there must exist a continuous transition between all these forms so 
that all lie on the same submanifold. This has been confirmed by the analysis of A4I. 
Angle sums of the nondegenerate forms range from 2r to 10r (see Table 4). Since these forms 
have unique angle sums which are a characteristic of the respective submanifolds, there must 
exist five 3-dimensional submanifolds, 
(i) the {8p} manifold of pure enantiomers with ~ = 27r, 
(ii) the {T/x} manifold of pure enantiomers with ~ = 47r, 
(iii) the {St ± } manifold of mixed enantiomers with ~ = 6r, 
(iv) the {T/x-} manifold of pure enantiomers with ~ = 87r, and 
(v) the {8p-} manifold of pure enantiomers with ~ = 107r. 
Since for nondegenerate forms the local dimension of the submanifolds is 3, the forms with 
fdeg = 2 are especially interesting since they must form the 2-dimensional boundary surfaces 
between these submanifolds. These dividing surfaces hould contain line manifolds of (fdeg = 1) 
forms. A closer analysis of the manifolds hows that this is the case with {Au} and {/:k} forms 
but not with {Bu} lines. These lines will be discussed in the next section. 
3.3.2. The  isod iastemic  mani fo ld  A41 
Analogous to the case N = 5, the possible forms for N = 6 can be represented on a double- 
sided 3-dimensional hyperplane F*~ = {(al, a2,as)}. Such a representation will be used in the 
following. Figure 9 shows several section planes of F*~ for different values of oL 3 and illustrates 
the manifold structure within these planes. For the "upper" and "lower" sides of the respective 
plane, the belonging of each region to the 3-dimensional manifolds of nondegenerate forms has 
been indicated. 
An inspection of Figure 9 confirms that there are five 3-dimensional submanifolds of A4I in 
accordance with the conclusions drawn from the angle sums. Analogous to N = 5, the F~ 
hyperplane has a "forbidden" region containing angle triples which do not correspond to permis- 
sible figures (Case 1 of equation (2.6)). This region is bounded by a 2-dimensional surface of 
forms corresponding to Case 2 of equation (2.6) and belonging to both sides of the hyperplane. 
F~ contains ambiguous lines (Case 4 of equation (2.6)) seen as intersection points in the planes 
of Figure 9 (in the a3 = 0 plane also as lines). In reality, these lines correspond to 2-dimensional 
surfaces (and in the 4-dimensional form space Fa  = {(al, a2, O~3, O~4)} appear as such). When 
analysing boundary surfaces of 3-dimensional manifolds which border on such ambiguous lines, 
it is necessary to check carefully whether the surfaces corresponding to these lines are boundary 
surfaces of the manifold under study (maybe only partly). This can be done by extrapolating 
the forms of the manifold to the ambiguous borderline from both sides: if the extrapolated forms 
are not identical, then the ambiguous line masks an additional boundary surface, the forms on 
which must vary by a rotation of PN-1. 
It has already been stated that {Bu} lines having fdeg = 1 differ from other lines of degenerate 
forms ((,4u}, {Lk}) in not being contained in 2-dimensional dividing surfaces of degenerate forms. 
In contrast, they freely traverse the 3-dimensional submanifolds of nondegenerate forms as lines 
(cf. Figure 9). It can be inferred from Figure 8a that this Bu Type I, for instance, mediates 
between "squeezed" hexagons and Gr forms. Since these both forms, however, belong to the 
same submanifold (there exists a continuous transition from 7-/x to Gr), the (Bu} line cannot be 
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Figure 9. Submanifold structure in 7 planes of the space F~ : {(O~1, C~2, O~3) } for 
N = 6. The (a3 = 0) plane contains only degenerate forms, it has been replaced 
by the extrapolations of the manifold structure from positive and negative values 
of a3 marked by "+0" and " -0" ,  respectively. The different submanifolds have 
been differentiated by hatching• All pictures show a2 plotted vs. a l  within the 
range o~1,o/2 E [0°,360°]. The positive/negative (180°,a2) line in the :E0 ° plots 
corresponds to a connection line between the two sides of F* (Case 2 points). The 
bold broken (0 °, c~2) and (360 °, a2) lines in the ±0 ° plots are ambiguous lines; filled 
circles denote ambiguous points. 
embedded in a dividing surface but must be surrounded by forms of the {7-/x} manifold. This is 
just what has been found. 
The location of the {13u} and {Bu-} lines can be best seen in the a3 = 60 ° and a3 = 300 ° 
planes of Figure 9. At the positions U (60,60,60) is and L(300,300,300) we find :Dr points which 
are the intersection points of three linear {Bu} manifolds (one of them standing vertically on the 
(al,  a2) plane). This is because :Dt (Type I, Figure 8c) has three modes of rotation of the two 
triangles about each of the double points. All these {13u} lines are embedded in the 3-dimensional 
manifolds of nondegenerate forms ({3p} and {7-/x} on the "upper" side and {Sp-} and {7-/x-} on 
the "lower" side). At the positions L(60,60,60) and U(300,300,300) there are two 9~i forms (Type 
II, Figure 8g) as intersection points of two {Bu} lines each (one of them vertically oriented; both 
points have not been made stand out in Figure 9) in accordance with the fact that this 5ri type 
has two deformations leading to {Bu} forms. 
In contrast, at the positions U(60,60,0) and U(300,300,0) in the a3 -- 0 plane we find two 
9vi forms of Type I. This type has only one possibility of rotation for the triangles as can be 
inferred from the connectivity scheme. Consequently, these ~'i points give rise to only one {Bu} 
18 "U" and "L" denote positions on the "upper" and "lower" sides of F~, respectively. 
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line each (both are vertical). Similar results have been found for Z)t points. At the positions 
L(60,60,0) and U(300,300,0) we find T)t points of Type II. They have only one deformation 
leading to Bu forms and consequently give rise to only one {Bu} line (standing vertically). All 
these findings illustrate, once again, the different roles played by the subtypes of a form. 
The Gg 3 = 0 plane contains T f3, Pn3, T f3-, "Pn3-, enantiomeric Bw forms, and two am- 
biguous lines. It is a continuous boundary surface for all 3-dimensional submanifolds of 2~4/. 
Therefore, in Figure 9 not the plane a3 = 0 itself has been displayed but the extrapolations from 
both positive and negative values of c~3, marked by "+0 °'' and " -0  °''. From these extrapola- 
tions it can be seen that the continuous borderline of the both sides of F*  which runs along the 
(180 °, c~2) line within the o~ 3 = 0 plane in reality consists of two parts (positive and negative 
c~2 values, cf. Figure 9). 
3.3.3. Zero-  and one-d imens iona l  submani fo lds  of  A/t1 
Zero-dimensional submanifolds of M1 (points in F~,) are represented by the forms 5ci, 5ci - ,  
T)t, :Dr-, and L:d, as can be seen from Table 4. £d occupies the origin of Fa ,  and also of F~. 
One-dimensional submanifolds of M I  are {.Au}, {.Au-}, {Bu}, {Bu-}, and {£k}. As an 
example of an {Au} manifold, the {¢4u4} line is displayed in Figures 10a and 10c. This line 
is divided by L:k forms separating the {Au4} and {~4u4-} parts of the line. From the general 
expression for the {Au4} form family 
{Au4} = (0, 0, 90 + a4, 90 - oz4, 90 + a4, 90 - ct4), (3.7) 
(cf. Figure 10a) it follows that the {.Au4}/{.Au4-} line corresponds to the c~3 axis in F~,. The 
topological structure of the ensemble of all {.Au} manifolds is displayed in Figure 11. 
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Figure 10. The forms Au4 (a) and /3u2, Type I (b) and the structure of the cor- 
responding 1-dimensional submanifolds (c,d) (see text). In principle, the L~k5 form 
corresponds to an ambiguous point, but within the Au manifold, only the 5-246-13 
structure occurs. 
360 o 
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As a second example, the structure of the {Bu2} manifold (Type I, Figure 8a) is shown in 
Figures 10b and 10d. Here, the general expression for this form family is 
{Bu2} = (240 + c~, 60, 60,240 - o~, 60, 60), (3.8) 
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Figure ]1. The topological structure of the ensemble of six different {Au}/{Au-} 
lines in the form space and their linking £k points. 
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Figure 12. The 2-dimensional submanifolds for the form families {$sl} and {Ssl-} 
(a,b), {L:w3} (c), and {Tfl} with {Pnl} (d). The positions of the simplices {Ssl} 
and {Ssl-} within the space {(a2, a4, a6)} (a) and the structure of the {3sl -  } sim- 
plex (b) have been given. In (b), the borderlines between the central and peripheral 
parts of the manifold are drawn (see text). The dotted line in (c) indicates that both 
halves of the manifold belong to different sides of F~. The bold broken line in (d) 
denotes an ambiguous line. 
i.e., the {Bu2} manifold corresponds to the (240 + a, 60, 60) line in F~, which can be seen in 
Figure 9b to be a horizontal line consisting of 3 segments as is detailed in Figure 10d. The 
largest segment of the line is occupied by {Bu2} forms, the other 2 segments by forms which 
are rotamers 19 of Bu2 that  have not been named separately so far. The Dt and ~-i forms of the 
manifold correspond to Type I. By the way, the {Bu} manifolds of Type I I  have an analogous 
structure, but the T)t and two ~'i forms also belong to Type II. 
19]In analogy to molecular conformations [14], forms which evolve from each other, by rotation of a part (a motif) [6] 
of the form, will be termed rotameric forms or rotamers. 
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The last form,/:k, gives a linear submanifold containing/:d, £k, and two segments with enan- 
tiomeric Bk forms in between. 
3.3.4. Two-d imens iona l  submani fo lds  of A4x 
Two-dimensional submanifolds of .h41 are represented by the permutation variants of Ss, Ss-, 
T f, T f - ,  Pn, "Pn-, and Bw, 13w- including Ew. All these submanifolds have simple structures 
in F* t~" 
The {Ssl} and {Ssl-} manifolds are triangular faces in the 3-dimensional space {(a2, a4, a6)}, 
and the respective Ss forms reside in the centroids of the triangles (Figures 12a and 12b). Since 
the vertex angles of an {Ssl- } form are not independent but connected by an angle sum relation 
a2 + a4 + a4 -- 360 °, it follows that all forms of the {Ssl- } family must lie on the corresponding 
simplex within the space indicated above. In this space, we find also the {Ssl} manifold (Fig- 
ure 12a) for which we have c~2 + a4 + aa = 720 °. The vertices of the {Ss} triangles are represented 
by (repeated) 2°£:d forms, whereas, the sides are occupied by Bk forms including £:k (Figure 12b). 
Although the triangular manifold is homogeneous in containing {Ss} forms throughout, it will 
be subdivided into 4 parts (Figure 12b): the central part (the triangle £:kl, £k3,/:k5), and three 
peripheral parts (each containing £:d at one vertex). These parts as well as their dividing lines 
(the lines connecting the £kl , / :k3,  /~k5 forms with each other) play a special role as separate 
boundary manifolds for the {T f} and {Pn} manifolds (vide infra) and for the _{~x} manifold 
(Section 3.3.6). These are examples showing that only a part of a manifold of degenerate forms 
may bound a submanifold of nondegenerate forms. 
The {£:w} submanifolds are equivalent to squares whose vertices are occupied by (repeated) 
L:d forms. For instance, the {£w3} = (3-24-15-6) manifold lies in the (Oll, O/2, 0) plane of F* 
(Figure 12c). It is bounded by the {£k3} and {£k6} lines and contains two isolated Dt points 
(Dr4 and Dr4-, Type II) which belong to {Bu} manifolds tanding vertically on that plane. Ist 
must be noted that the right and left parts of the {L:w3} submanifold belong to different sides 
of the F~, hyperplane. This is indicated in Figure 12c by the dotted borderline between them. 
In Figure 12d, the submanifolds {Tfl} and {Pnl} are displayed. Together, they form a strip, 
both edges of which run along an angular coordinate over the full range [0 °, 360°). Geometrically, 
the {Tf l} manifold is equivalent to a quadrangle, whereas the {Pnl} manifold is equivalent to 
a triangle. Both lie in the (0, ~2,a3) plane of F*~, occupying together half of that plane. The 
{Tf l} manifold is bounded by Bwl forms including L:wl and/:k4 on one side and by {Ssl} forms 
including £k3 and Llk5 on the other side (Figure 12d). The other two sides are represented by two 
{Au} lines which separate it from the triangular {7~nl} submanifold. This latter submanifold 
contains an isolated ~i  form (Type I) which belongs to a vertical {Bu} line. From Figure 12d 
it becomes clear that both the {Tf l} and {Pnl} manifolds are bounded by a connecting line 
/:k3 - £k5. A closer inspection shows that the {Tf l} borderline contains {Ssl} forms, but 
the {7)nl} borderline {Ssl-} forms. From Figure 12a it can be inferred that the dividing lines 
between the central and peripheral parts of one manifold linearly continue within the enantiomeric 
manifold. 
3.3.50 The 'manifold of spearhead-shaped f igures  
As a first 3-dimensional submanifold, the {~gp} submanifold of spearhead-shaped polygons 
will be discussed. Although there exist six Sp forms, all of them can be converted into one 
another by a continuous transformation. This  means that all the forms Sp l . . .  Sp6 share the 
same manifold which will be termed {,gp} for the sake of brevity. The same is true for the 
enantiomeric counterparts of these forms, gathering in a second submanifold, {Sp- }. 
2°Note that forms can occur repeatedly as vertex forms due to the cyclicity of the angular coordinates, cf. 
Figure 12a. 
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The {,Sp} submanifold lies entirely in the o~l, c~2, c~3 E [0 °, 180 °) domain of F~ (Figure 13a). At 
first glance it looks as if it were equivalent to a trigonal bipyramid. However, the two broken lines 
in Figure 13a are ambiguous lines. It turns out that both mask an additional boundary surface. 
The final result is presented in Figure 13b. It shows that the (Sp} submanifold is bounded by 
eight triangular plane manifolds having the correct neighbourhood relations of an octahedron. 
Thus, the {Sp} manifold is equivalent to an octahedron. 
......... i 
O 
(a) (b) 
Figure 13. The 3-dimensional submanifold of spearhead-s~aped forms, (3p}, for 
N -- 6 within the ¢~ 1, c~2, o~3 E ~0 °, 180 °) domain of the space F~ = { (c~ 1, oe2, oL3)} (a). 
Bold lines mark the edges of the bordering polyhedron, bold broken lines indicate 
ambiguous lines. Thin broken lines designate the three (Bu} lines traversing the 
{Sp} manifold and intersecting in a T)t form. In (b), the surface of the octahedron 
to which the {Sp} manifold is equivalent, is displayed after having been unwound 
into a plane. On each bordering triangle surface, the corresponding degenerate forms 
have been drawn. Types of degeneracy are denoted as follows: (4,1,0): widely dotted 
triangles, (3,0,1): closely dotted triangles and broken lines, (2,2,0): bold lines, (0,0,2): 
open circles; see text. 
Figure 13b illustrates also the hierarchy of degenerate forms in the boundary manifolds. The 
(7)n} faces correspond to degeneracy (4,1,0), the {Ss-} faces and their edges 21 to type (3,0,1). 
The zigzag lines of Figure 13b indicate (2,2,0) forms (~4u), the vertices of the octahedron corre- 
spond to (repeated) L:d forms with degeneracy (0,0,2). 
The (Sp} submanifold is traversed by three linear manifolds of (Bu} forms which are embedded 
in it. These are the three (Bu} lines discussed above. They intersect in a T)t form within the 
($p} manifold. The six {:Pn} boundary surfaces of the ($p} submanifold are intersected by the 
(Bu} lines in ~ i  points (Figure 13a, cf. Figure 12d). 
The enantiomeric submanifold, {Sp-}, is also equivalent to an octahedron and is bounded by 
the enantiomeric counterparts of the manifolds listed above, namely, four {7~n - ) manifolds and 
the central parts of the {Ssl} and {$s2} triangles. 
3.3.6. The  man i fo ld  of  the  regu lar  hexagon 
The submanifold of the regular hexagon is clearly more complicated than that of (Sp} forms. 
The boundary surfaces of the (7-/x} submanifold in F*~ are displayed in Figure 14. Here, the 
back and front surfaces for the "upper" and "lower" sides of F~ have been plotted separately to 
avoid confusion. 
From this picture, the real shape of the polyhedron enclosing the {7-(x} submanifold can only 
be determined by a careful analysis of the ambiguous lines involved as stated above so that the 
21This is because the two bordering triangular surfaces of star-shaped forms are the central parts of the manifolds 
(•sl-)  and {8s2-}. 
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(a) "Upper" side. 
a: % 
(b) "Lower" side. 
~a3 ~a 3 
(c) "Upper" side. (d) "Lower" side. 
Figure 14. Boundary surfaces for the 3-dimensional {7-/x} submanifold for N = 6 as 
seen in the space F~ = {(al, a2, a3)}. For the sake of clarity, the back surfaces (a,b) 
and front surfaces (c,d) have been plotted separately, faces have been hatched for 
better visibility. Bold broken lines designate ambiguous lines. Dotted areas in (c,d) 
indicate the surface where "upper" and "lower" side of the double-sided hyperplane 
F~ meet. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 15. The boundary polygons of the special icosihexahedron e closing the {Hx} 
submanifold, unwound into a plane (a) and a 3-dimensional picture of this icosihexa- 
hedron (b). On each polygon of (a), the corresponding characteristic form has been 
drawn. 
f inal result  (F igure  15) looks somewhat  different. In  sum, the {7-/x} submani fo ld  is bounded by 
surfaces which are equiva lent  to a special  icosihexahedron consist ing of 
(i) all six {T f} mani fo lds  (pentagons) ,  
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(ii) all six {Pn} manifolds (triangles), 
(iii) the six manifolds of enantiomeric Bw forms (triangles), 
(iv) the two central parts of the {$sl} and {$s2} manifolds, respectively, and 
(v) the six peripheral parts of the {$s l -}  and {$s2-} manifolds. 
It should be noted that the latter forms indeed can be reached from T/x by a continuous defor- 
mation. The surface of the icosihexahedron can be unwound into a plane giving Figure 15a. The 
full icosihexahedron is displayed in Figure 15b. Since the {T/x} submanifold is only equivalent to 
this polyhedron (in reality it is a bent 3-dimensional hyperplane within the 4-dimensional form 
space Fa = {(~a, a2, (~3, ~4)}), the proportions of the boundary polygons have no meaning for 
the submanifold itself. 
3.3.7. The local d imension of ¢V41 at the linear figures 
It can be hypothesized from the results for N = 4 that the linear forms for N = 6 could be 
singular points in Fa with a higher local dimension of A/tz. Therefore, the possible deformations 
of these forms will be dealt with in this section. 
The form £d can be opened in six different ways by rotation of a single point giving six 
Bk forms, or in three other ways like a folding grille giving three Gr forms (Figure 16a). The 
corresponding deformations and the resulting forms are 
650~ x = (0, --651,0, 0, 0,651), Bk1-  
65a2 = (-652, 0,652, 0, 0, 0), Bk2 
650t3 = (0,653, O, --653, O, 0), Bk3- 
65Ot4 ~- (0, 0, --654, 0, 64, 0), Bk4 
6c~5 = (0, O, O, 65, O, -65), Bk5- (3.9) 
65a~ = (656, o, o, o, -656, o), sk6  
65ct7 = (67, 6~, -267, 6~, 67, -2657), ~rl  
65as = (265s, -65s, -6s, 265s, -6s, -65s), gr2 
6~9 = (69, --2659, 69,659, --2659, 69). Or3. 
Arbitrary combinations of 65ax, 6ct3, and 65c~5 produce {Ssl} and {$s l -}  forms, whereas com- 
binations of 65c*2, 65eta, 65c*6 lead to {Ss2} and {Ss2-} forms. 
A "deformation matrix" D built from the nine deformation vectors of equation (3.9) taken as 
row or column vectors has rank four. That means that all nine deformations can be described by 
only four orthogonal vectors, for example: 
6a l  : (0, 61, O, O, O, --61) , 
~I I  : (--62,0, ~2, O, O, 0), 
6etiil = (0,653, 0, -2653, 0,653), (3.10) 
650tlV ~" (654, 0, 654, 0, --2654, 0). 
These orthogonal deformations are illustrated in Figure 16b. Geometrically, this result is evident 
from the observation that both the forms resulting from 65cq, 65a3, 65a5 and 65a2, 65a4, 65ct6, 
respectively, lie on two simplex planes which are completely orthogonal. 22 Since all forms on 
these planes can be reached by continuous deformations from £d, the local dimension of the 
isodiastemic manifold within the £d point amounts to four in contrast o three for nondegenerate 
forms. 
22Two planes are said to be completely orthogonal if every line in one plane is orthogonal to every line in the 
other plane. Such planes intersect insolely one point [18]. 
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Figure 16. The forms resulting from the possible deformations of£d (a,b), L:wl (c), 
and £kl (d), see text. 
In the vicinity of L:d, however, the local dimension is three as usual. This can be seen from the 
fact that for forms resulting from L:d by deformation, only three angles can be varied arbitrarily. 
On the other hand, the deformations of equation (3.9) cannot be combined arbitrarily. For 
example, if ~O~1,~O~3,(~O/5 are already applied to L:d giving a form ~'s of the {Ssl} or {Ss l -}  
families, then the coefficients of a linear combination c26a2 ÷c45c~4 +c65c~6 which can be applied 
to ~'8 additionally depend on the position of ~'s in the peripheral parts of the {,Ssl} or {Ss l -}  
manifolds (cf. Figure 12b). The general ook of the possible combinations i given in Figure 17. 
The detailed structure of the 3-dimensional manifolds around Z:d is currently under study. 
3 135  5 _ 153 1 ,<15 
246 2 6 4 246 6 2 4 246 2 4 6 
246 4 2 6 246 6 4 2 246 4 6 2 
Figure 17. Combination of opening deformations of the 6L:d form: for each combi- 
nation of openings at the side of odd point indices there is only one possibility for 
the opening at the side of even point indices (see text). 
As an example of an £w form we will analyse £wl  (1-26-35-4). There are four possible defor- 
mations of this form: 
(1) rotation of PI about P2 = P6, 
(2) rotation of P4 about P3 = Ps, 
(3) opening of P2 = P6, and (4) opening of P3 = P5 (Figure 16c). 
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The corresponding deformations are 
~0/I ---- (0,61,0,0,0,--~1), 
6a2 = (0, O, $2, O, --62, 0), 
6Ol3 = (263, --263, 63, 0, 63, --263), 
60/4 ---- (0, 64, --264,264, --264,64). 
(3.11) 
These deformation vectors give a deformation matrix of rank 4. This means that they span a 
4-dimensional space around £wl, and the local dimension of Mr  at £wl is 4. The combination 
of these deformations i , however, restricted as in the vicinity of £d so that for neighbouring 
points, flo¢ -- 3 results. 
The third class of linear forms are £k forms, and we will have a look at £k l  (1-246-35). This 
form has also 4 degrees of freedom of deformation: 
(1) the rotation of P1 about the triple point, 
(2) the rotation of P4 about the double point, 
(3) the opening of P3 = P5 to give an {Ssl} or {Ss l -}  form, and 
(4) the opening of P2 = P6 to give an {Pn4} or {Pn4-}  form (Figure 16d). 
The corresponding deformations are: 
60/1 = (0,--~1,0,0,0,~1), 
~a2 = (0, O, --6~, O, 62, 0), 
~3 = (0, ~3, O, -2~3, O, ~3), 
~0/4 = (2~4, --2~4, ~4, O, ~4, --264). 
(3.12) 
They also give a deformation matrix of rank 4 but do not form an orthogonal system. Here, also, 
the combination possibilities are restricted so that we get fioc -- 3 in the vicinity of £k. 
Summarising, in analogy with N = 4, also the linear forms for N = 6 correspond to singular 
points with an enhanced local dimension of A41. 
3.4. Isodiastemic Mani fo lds for Higher Values of  N 
In this section, miscellaneous results will be compiled which are intended to complete the 
picture gained for N = 4 to N = 6. 
For N -- 7, we encounter the four cases of equation (2.6) if four angles of the heptagon have 
been chosen. Thus, the local dimension of the isodiastemic manifold normally is four. A number 
of form types have been analysed, but in no case more than four degrees of freedom have been 
found. This is analogous to N = 5 where the local dimension of J~x was three throughout the 
manifold. 
For even values of N, it has been found in the foregoing that singularly in linear forms, 2v[i has 
an enhanced local dimension. Therefore, we will analyse also linear forms for higher values of N. 
For N = 8, there are six linear form types. 
First, we will look at £d. Generally for arbitrary even N, we have N possibilities for opening 
the form Nf..d on both sides, which are, however, not independent as can be seen from the rank 
of the deformation matrix DN. Since the N/2-dimensional subspaces 23containing only angles 
with even/odd indices, respectively, are completely orthogonal, and in both the structure of the 
deformations i identical, we may treat these subspaces independently. Therefore, we give only 
23As in the preceding sections, deformations are best investigated within an extended N-dimensional form space 
F+- ( (~ I  . . . .  ON)}. 
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the deformat ion matr ices D~v for such a subspace for N = 8 and N = 10: 
1 Ii °°°{I -6  0 0 -6  0 0 D~ = 6 -6  0 ' D~0 = 6 -6  0 . 0 6 -6  0 6 -6  0 0 6 (3.13) 
The rank of these matr ices is N/2 - 1, so that  the local dimension at N~.d must be N - 2 in 
contrast  o N - 3 for the major i ty  of points on A41. 
To make things short, Table 5 gives a summary  for the l inear forms of N = 8. Since the types 
of possible deformations depend on subtypes of forms, the point posit ion symbols of the forms 
are also given in this table. 
Table 5. Point position symbol, numbers of deformations, and rank of the deforma- 
tion matrix for degenerate forms with N ---- 8. 
Form Point Position Symbol Rotations Openings rank(D) 
t:d 1357-2468 8 6 
L:n 1-28-37-46-5 3 3 6 
£:w 1-268-357-4 4 2 6 
/2o 15-2468-37 5 2 6 
/:k 1-2468-357 6 1 6 
£:x 1-28-357-46 5 2 6 
:Ds Figure 18a 4 8 5 
Table 5 shows for examples of all l inear form types of N = 8 that  the rank of the deformat ion 
matr ix  amounts  to six. This means that  all of them are singular points with an enhanced number 
of degrees of deformat ional  freedom (floe = N - 2 instead of N - 3 as usual). 
For the sake of comparison, also a double square form (Ds, F igure 18a) has been analysed. 
It  consists of two squares laid one on top of the other which can be rotated separate ly  about  
each double point. This form has 12 deformations: four possibi l it ies of rotat ing (Figure 18b) and 
eight of squeezing (F igure 18c) a square. Nevertheless, the rank of the corresponding deformat ion 
matr ix  is N - 3 = 5. This means that  this highly degenerate but  nonl inear form corresponds to 
the usual local dimension of the isodiastemic manifold. 
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) SBt (e) SGr (f) 7Sp (g) asp 
+ 
(h) sSt 
Figure 18. Schemes of possible deformations of a double square (7:)s) form (a): 
rotation (b) and squeezing (c) of a square, and structural schemes for various forms 
with higher values of N mentioned in the text: s£3t (d), SGr (e), 7Sp (f), SSp (g), 
and sst (h). 
Regarding the number of submanifolds of Mr ,  for N = 5 and N = 6 we found five such 
submanifolds:  four belonging to two pairs of enantiomeric forms and one where both normal  and 
inverse forms are located on the same submanifold ({Ar  + } for N = 5, and {St e: } for N = 6). 
For N = 8, there exist two form types for which the angle sum for normal  and inverse forms 
are equal: s/3t and 8Gr (Figures 18d and 18e). However, there exists a continuous t rans i t ion 
between both types so that  both lie on the same submanifold. On the other hand, nondegenerate 
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Table 6. Types of nondegenerate forms with different angle sums for N = 7 and 
N = 8 (74p: regular heptagon, Oc: regular octogon). 
Type I II III IV V VI VII 
E/~r N-6  N-4  N-2  N N+2 N+4 N+6 
N = 7 {St} {Sp} {~p} {.at ~ } {~p- } {Sp- } {St- } 
g = 8 {3t} {Sp} {Oc} {Gr + , Bt + } {Oc- } {8p- } {St- } 
forms have been checked for their angle sums. It has been found that for N = 7 and N = 8 
there are seven types of such forms having different angle sums. They are listed in Table 6. The 
spearhead-shaped forms 7Sp and SSp and the star form s~qt are displayed in Figures 18f-18h. 
Since on each submanifold of .Mz the angle sum is characteristic and constant, there must be 
seven manifolds for N = 7 and N = 8 corresponding to the scheme given in Table 6. For higher 
values of N there should, therefore, exist N - 1 manifolds having P~ = 21r, 47r,... ,  (2N - 2)~r for 
even N, and N manifolds having ~ = 17r, 31r,..., (2N - 1)~r for odd N. Then, the manifolds with 
IC < N~r belong to normal forms, the manifolds with ~ > NTr to inverse forms, and the manifold 
with ~ = NTr comprises forms which can be continuously transformed into their inverses. 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results summarised in this section have been derived from investigations of polygonal forms 
with vertex point numbers N -- 4 to N -- 6. For higher values of N, some extrapolations are 
given which can be used as working hypotheses for subsequent studies. 
4.1. The  Loca l  D imens ion  of  the  I sod ias temic  Man i fo ld  
If  in an equilateral polygon ~" defined by N vertex points, N - 3 angles (here, (~1,.--, C~N-3) 
have been chosen, then the polygonal curve PN -- P1 . . . . .  PN-2  can be constructed. For the 
missing point PN-1  there are 0, 1, 2, or infinitely many solutions (Cases 1-4 of equation (2.6) 
depending on the distance dN, N-2 in relation to the side length of the polygon. If Case 3 applies, 
the N - 3 angles can also independently be var ied differentially giving other equilateral forms. 
Therefore, the local d imens ion  of J~41 (i.e., the number of independent deformations of ~" which 
result in another equilateral form) is N - 3. The same is true for Case 2 forms which are 
characterised by C~N-1 = 180% Fixing ~N- I  gives an (N - 1)-vertex polygon having N - 4 
deformational degrees of freedom; together with the possibility of altering ~N-1 this gives a local 
dimension of N - 3 for • ~. 
Case 4 means that ~N-1 = 0 and gives rise to a new deformation: the rotation of PN-1 
about the incident points PN = PN-2 .  Now, the tuple (C~l,..., ~N-3) cannot unambiguously 
characterise the possible forms. This does, however, not normally change the local dimension 
of f14i in that points except for linear forms which must be dealt with separately. Linear forms 
have been found to have one deformational degree of freedom in excess so that the local dimension 
of A//I s ingu lar ly  at these points amounts to N - 2 instead of N - 3. This is because for linear 
forms one of the equilaterality constraints becomes linearly dependent and therefore is converted 
into an additional deformational degree of freedom. However, these N - 2 deformations cannot 
be combined arbitrarily so that in the vicinity of these singular points, the local dimension of Adl 
is N - 3 as usual. 
As the local dimension of the isodiastemic manifolds amounts to N - 3 always (for odd N) 
or almost everywhere on JMI (for even N),  the possible forms can be represented in a space 
F*~ = {(C~l . . . .  , O~N_3) }. Since there are mostly two possible forms for one tuple of angles, F*~ has 
to be a double-s ided (N  - 3)-dimensional hyperplane. This gives a very simple and compact 
representation of the possible forms which is unique except for the Case 4 points ("ambiguous 
points"). This ambiguity can be lifted by representing the possible forms in one more dimension, 
F..  = {(c~1,..., C~N-2)}. This representation is unique everywhere, but is is redundant for odd N 
since there the local dimension of .Mz is only N - 3. 
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4.2. The Global Structure of the Isodiastemic Manifold 
The isodiastemic manifold A,t~ is subdivided into submanifolds. It has been found that these 
submanifolds are characterised by their angle sums and their degeneracy--for both properties 
adequate and unique definitions have been given. The most important submanifolds are those 
of nondegenerate forms (i.e., forms without coincident points). They invariably have a local 
dimension of N - 3. It has been found that there exist N (N odd) or N - 1 (N even) sub- 
manifolds of nondegenerate forms, each comprising one form family. Their angle sums vary as 
= l~r, 37r,..., (2N - 1)~r for odd N, and as ~ = 27r, 47r . . . .  , (2N - 2)7r for even N. The sub- 
manifolds with ~ < N~ contain "normal" forms ~ (vertex indices increase counterclockwise), 
the submanifolds with ~NN1r  contain "inverse" forms ~-  (vertex indices increase clockwise). A 
speciality are the submanifolds with E = NTr: they contain enantiomeric pairs (~,~--) since only 
for these forms, a continuous transition from ~ to jc-  is possible without crossing a dividing 
manifold of degenerate forms. 
Degenerate forms (containing coincident points) correspond to more than one angle sum value, 
and thus, can mediate between forms having different angle sums. They are therefore, found on 
dividing hypersurfaces, surfaces, lines, and points separating the submanifolds of nondegenerate 
forms. There is a hierarchy in these dividing manifolds: intersection manifolds of dividing man- 
ifolds have a higher degree of degeneracy. There exist, however, special degenerate forms which 
are not contained in such dividing manifolds but freely traverse a submanifold of nondegenerate 
forms. 
The manifold structure for N = 4 differs from the general scheme since there the submanifold 
with Z = 47r is missing, and the degenerate forms are located in lines so that only points of these 
lines can link the 1-dimensional submanifolds of nondegenerate forms. 
In sum, the isodiastemic manifold ]vii is for N odd [even] an always [almost everywhere] (N -a ) -  
dimensional bent manifold consisting of N [N - 1] submanifolds of nondegenerate forms which 
are bounded by (N - 4)-dimensional, hierarchically structured ividing manifolds of degenerate 
forms. The submanifolds of nondegenerate forms are equivalent (i.e., there exists a bijective 
mapping) to certain solid polytopic bodies. The whole isodiastemic manifold is embedded in an 
(N - 2)-dimensional form space Fa  -- ((c~1,..., O~N-2)} which permits a unique representations 
of all possible forms for the chosen value of N. 
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